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Winners of the Cleveland scene 2000 music award for best blues band; blues only begins to describe this

eclectic foursome in which rock and jazz live alongside country, rockabilly, bluegrass and of course, the

blues. 12 MP3 Songs BLUES: Rockin' Blues, COUNTRY: Modern Country Details: "Everybody sounds

really good, lots of Great guitar playing on this thing! Nice piano solo on the Getaway. My favorite tunes

are Shadow of the Saigon Blues, Money I Never Had  Left of Center. It's a really good record  the writing

is great!" - Joe Yuele - Drummer/John Mayall's Bluesbreakers

*************************************************** GREAT!! .. at least twice as good as the first one which I

already like mucho! Lotsa airplay guaranteed - perfect for all my shows! - Lord Litter LordLitter.de

**************************************************** Thanks so much to you and the band for the quality CD

and exciting music. The CD is incredible and I added the track "Step Aside" immediately to my

live365show!! - Joe Kelley upperroomwithjoekelley.com live365.com/stations/180211

**************************************************** Step Aside! is Blue Taxi's third and best CD. The album

shows how the 10-year-old band's members have blossomed as musicians and, especially, as

songwriters. All 12 of the disc's tunes were penned by band members, and they're all keepers. Bill

Capuano proves conclusively he's one of the better electric guitarists Northeast Ohio has ever heard.

Step Aside! shows the quartet at the top of its game. - Steve Byrne SCENE MAGAZINE -

clevescene.com ******************************************************* Ohio's BLUE TAXI is a blues

band,there's no questioning that fact. But, their music, especially on this, their third release, goes above

and beyond your typical blues sound. There's elements of pop, country, folk, as well as some great

instrumentation. On top of all thet, the trade off between male  female vocals adds even more flavor to

this already tasty release. - Paul Autry SPOTLIGHT MAGAZINE
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groups.yahoo.com/group/spotlight_magazine ***************************************************** Its time one

of the great blues labels like Telarc or Alligator pay attention and sign this group up before somebody else

does. They really have their act together, literally. Da blues doesn't rock any harder or get more down to

earth and soulful than this. Step aside, there's a Blue Taxi comin'your way, and it's not gonna stop for

anyone. - Keith "Muzik Man Hannaleck musicdish.com/muzikman

****************************************************** Oh yeah....do you feel that?? It's a feeling of deep

emotion embedded in sounds colored blue w/every color of the rainbow shining thru. Twelve songs of

great variety.....the base here is definitely BLUES but BLUE TAXI take you on a ride beyond the blues

with R N'R, pop, rockabilly  superb musicianship. Not that they could do much more to add to their

winning sound, but the fact that they switch from female  male leading vocals adds much more diversity to

such an already excellent release. I love this CD. Why don't YOU have it yet?? - Marcy Miller

rockbottomzine.com ***************************************************** STEP ASIDE ! is the title of the new

BLUE TAXI CD. What does STEP ASIDE mean? It can mean a lot of different things to a lot of different

people... From the gritty opening of the title song, STEP ASIDE to the screaming closing guitar of the final

song LOOKING FOR MY BABY the 12 songs written by BLUE TAXI contain various musical styles  lyrical

content. SO PICK IT UP RIGHT HERE AT CD BABY THEN THROW IT ON, TURN IT UP  ENJOY!!!!
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